REPUBLIC OF KENYA
IN THE TAX APPEALS TRIBUNAL AT NAIROBI
APPEAL NO.28 OF 2016

KENYA POSTEL DIRECTORIES

LIMITED

APPELLANT

VERSUS
COMMISSIONER

OF DOMESTfC TAXES

RESPONDENT

JUDGEMENT
INTRODUCTION
I. The Appellant is a Limited liability companyincorporated
in Kenya with its principal
activity being to produce the official. telephone; print directories for Kenya and
distribute them free of charge to all telephone subscribers

in the regions covered by

each edition.
2. The Respondent
the Laws

is established

of Kenya.

under the Kenya Revenue Authority Act, Cap 469 of

charged

accounting and administration

with the function,

among

others

of assessment,

of the tax on behalf of the Government of Kenya.

BACKGROUND
3. The Appellant has a'mobile business directory platform that allows small and medium
enterprises

to list tb~ir corporate

details. As part of its activities,

the Appellant

launched Short Messagil!g Service {SMS) 19000 which is an sms querry service
where one sends a business name to 19000 and is able to network its corporate
information such as mobile lines, fixed lines and physical location.
4. The Appellant
Shareholding
(i)

is associated

with the fol1owing-companres,

nature of association,

and Residency:

Telkom (K) Limited which is a shareholder of the
Appellant, holding 40% shareholding and a Resident in Kenya.

(ii)

PT Sistemas
Portugal.

de Informacao,

which is a common

directorship,

Resident

(iii)

Directellistas
Telefonicas Internacionais Limitada, (Directel) which
shareholder ofthe Appellant holding 60% shares, Resident in Portugal.

in

is a

5. During the years 2014 - 2015, the Respondent conducted an audit of the Appellant's
tax affairs for the period 20] 0, 2011, 2012 and 2013 in respect of Corporation
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Value Added Tax (V AT), Pay As You Earn (PA YE) and Withholding Tax (WHT) for
the period of January 2009 to July 2014 which culminated in a confirmed additional
tax assessment dated 1ih September 2015 for KSh. 643,220,729 for Corporation Tax
and KSh. 31,195,277 for WHT.
6... The Appellant thereafter raised an objection through its letter of
which was received by the Respondent

is"

October 2015,

on the same date. After reviewing the issues

raised by the Appellant, the Respondent reconfirmed

the assessment on 24th February

2016.
7. The Appellant gave notice of intention to Appeal on 23rd March 2016 and proceeded
to file the Memorandum of Appeal and Stat~~~I1tcofFacts on ih April 2016.

THE APPEAL
8. The Appeal by the Appellant against the Respondent's Notice of Confirmation of the
additional tax assessment was premised on the grounds set forth in the Memorandum
of Appeal dated the 10h day of April, 2016 as captured hereunder :i)

THA T the Respondent erred in both law and fact in fmding that impairment
losses recognised receivabies do not meet the Commissioner's guidelines on

ii)

THAT the Respondent

admissibility

of bad and doubtful debts.
erred in both law and fact in finding that no deduction

ought to have been made on account of advisory fees and interest charged
thereon. Data Service Management Fee and Production Services by stating
that it was not possible to determine that intragroup services in support of the
iii)

fees charged were rendered.
THAT the Respondent erred in both law and fact in finding that the Appellant
ought to have accounted for WHT on dividends when they were declared and
subsequently credited in the dividend account.

9. The Respondent,

upon being served with the Memorandum

Statement of Facts dated

e" day of May,

of Appeal,

filed its

2016 before the Tribunal on the same day.

10. The Respondent's Statement of Facts dated 6th day of May, 2016 sets out issues for
determination, relevant statutes, facts of the case, it's contention and prayer that it's
assessment is correct and ought to be upheld.

THE HEARING
11. When the matter came up for hearing, the parties having

due regard to the nature of

the dispute informing the Appeal, opted not to call for any oral testimony
proceed by way of oral submissions.
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12. The parties, subsequent to the hearing of the Appeal were directed by the Tribunal to
file and serve written submissions, which they duly complied with.

ISSUES
13. Both the Appellant and the Respondent

defined the issues in dispute. The Tribunal

concurs with the issues for determination

as set out by the parties which are hereunder

restated as follows:
(i)

Whether bad debts written off as impairment
Section

15(2)

admissibility
(ii)

Whether

(a)

losses meet the requirements

and the Commissioner's

guidelines

of
on

of bad and doubtful debts.

services

(Advisory

of the ITA,
purported

to be rendered

and data service maintenance)

by Intra

Group

meet the requirements

Company
of Section

15(1) ofthe ITA.
(iii)

Whether WHT on dividends arises when the amounts are approved and
booked in the Appellant's records or when the amount is disbursed. ( Actual
payments)

APPELLANT'S
(i) Whether
Section

ARGUMENTS
bad debts written
15(2)

admissibility
14. The Appellant's

(a)

off as impairment

of the

ITA,

of bad and doubtful
contention

and

the

losses meet the requirements

of

Commissioner's

on

guidelines

debts.

is that the 'Claim of the doubtful

accordance with the relevant statute given

debts was made in

that all reasonable efforts made to recover

the debts were futile.
15. The arrangement

between the Appellant and Telkom (K) Limited takes into account

the fact that Telkom (K) Limited provides Telephone services to its customers and the
Appellant

provides directory services at a separate fee. There are instances where

customers

only make payments

directory

for telephone

services. In such instances,

services

in making

payments

for

it is not possible for Telkom (K) Limited to

allocate some of these payments to the Appellant since they do not relate to payments
for directory services.
16. In instances where part payment for directory services are made Telkom (K) Limited
remits these part payments to the Appellant and prepares a summary to that effect.
Thus impairment on receivables are only recognised on the unpaid portion if efforts to
recover them proves to be futile. Contrary to the contention by the Respondent the
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Appellant does not recognise impairment loses on partial collections made by Telkom
Kenya as alleged by the Respondent.
17. The Appellant contends that Section 15(2) (a) ofITA

provides for the deductibility of

bad and doubtful debts and admits that the said Section gives powers to the
Respondent to prescribe guidelines on allowability of only bad debts and not doubtful
debts. It is on this basis that The Commissioner

published Legal Notice No. 37 of

2011 stipulating the conditions under which a bad debt is considered to have become
bad and therefore allowable for tax purposes. In the absence of prescribed guidelines
for doubtful debts, the Appellant argues that it then has to rely on International Best
Practice as a guide on how to treat these doubtful debts.
18. The Appellant's

reading of Section 15(2) (a) that such doubtful debts are estimated to

become bad debts to the satisfaction
Appellant's
satisfaction
income.

contention

of the Commissioner

that doubtful

of the commissioner

debts

only

and therefore

it is the

need to be estimated

to the

to have become bad for them to be allowed against

19. In the absence of the said clear guidelines on doubtful debts by the Respondent the
Appellant
(IFRS)

relied on IAS 39 whicbis

in the International

which deals with impairment

losses on receivables.

Financial

Standards

This.requires that' an

impairment on Financial asset or a group of financial assets should only be recognised
if there is objective evidence of impairment

as a result of one or more events that

occurred after the initial recognition of the asset (loss event) and that the loss event
has an impact on the estimated

future cash flow of the financial asset that can be

reliably estimated.
20. The Appellant contends that the doubtful debts are specifically identified and does not
indicate any general provisions and are not capital in nature. The Appellant
argued

further

that it took all relevant steps to recover the debts before classifying them as

doubtful;
(i) The international

debt collection unit issued demand letters, made follow up

calls and visited the defaulting customers to discuss recovery plans as per
Appendix D6 of its Statement of Facts.
(ii) External

debt

collectors

were

engaged

to recover

uncollectible debts at a fee as per Appendix

some

of the

large

D7 of the Statement of Facts.

(iii)The Appellant engaged lawyers to institute legal action against the defaulting
customers as per Appendix

D8 of the Statement of acts.

(iv)The Appellant stopped selling space to the defaulting customers,

liaised with

Telkom (K) Limited to disconnect their telephone lines until such time that
the payments were made.
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21. The Appellant conceded that it does not hold any form of security or collateral that
can be subject to cover the entire debt or part of it, and further that it has incurred
significant

expenses

in pursuing

the defaulting

customers

such as external

debt

collectors and lawyers as per Appendix D9 of the Statement of Facts.
22. The Appellant further argued that in view of the age of the debts, ranging between 2-5
years, most customers are no longer keen on placing advertisements

in its directories

given the technological advancements that have come with cheaper alternatives such
as use of search engines like Google, penetration of mobile phones limiting use of
Telkom (K) Limited landlines. In view of this, customers have
contacts with the Appellant

terminated

business

and Telkom (K) Limited and therefore it would be an

exercise in futility to pursue these debts as these are now doubtful debts and unlikely
to be collected by the Appellant.
23. It was the Appellant's
already

contention thatthe

been determined

issue.

~tallowability

of doubtful debts has

in the Nairobi Income Tax Local Committee

to wit,
of Domestic

Standard Chartered Bank .(K) Limited -vs- The Commissioner
Taxes, where it.was.held that in the absence of Kenya Revenue Authority guidelines,
banks made provisions for bad debts as a prudent business practice .

. 24. The Appellant further argued that disallo ving the impairment losses would amount to
double taxation
receivables

as some of the impairment

were recovered

in subsequent

losses recognized

on the Appellant's

periods and brought

to tax pursuant to

Section 4(d) of the ITA.
(ii) Whether services purported to be rendered by intra Group Company (Advisory
and data service maintenance) meet the requirements of Section 15(1) of the
ITA.
25. The Appellant argued that the Respondent
the Appellant,
services

in addition to providing

rendered

and separate evidence

has erred in imposing a requirement
the detailed

description

of the services

that

of the nature. of

rendered,

should further

produce any and all evidence of the services rendered, as the same is neither defined
in law nor represents international best practice. The Appellant contends that in its
agent's letter of 24th June 2015, (annexure D2 to the Statement of Facts) it provides
sample documents evidencing receipt of advisory, production and data maintenance
services from Directel such as physical visits, email correspondence, technical
support,

conference

calls

and telephone

support.

In addition,

the Appellant's

Managing Director is physically present in Kenya to provide continuous support to
the Appellant.
26. To support
documents,

the above contention,
flight tickets

the Appellant

during the visits,
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invoices,

various

conference

call details together

with consultation

and advisory

services on Reglis system as shown in annexures Oil and 012 of the Statement of
Facts. Therefore in the Appellant's view, the Respondent's assertion that they did not
provide evidence is factually incorrect.
27. The Appellant

states that with regard to Intra Group Services which are rendered

whose benefits

is shared among the group entities,

what is relevant

is that each

member contributes to the costs of having shared services maintained for the benefit
of the group entities. In such event, Directel will be required to pay for its share of the
costs in line with the OECD guidelines.
28. The Appellant argued that it has spent co.nsi~~~~ble amount of resources and time
documenting and providing evidence of compliance of the related party transactions
in line with Section 18(3) of the ITA:~n~Transfer
of the "Arm's

Length Principle"

Pricing Rules. On the application

it stated that the Appellant's

during the period under audit wereconducted

controlled transaction

af Arm's Length and further that it did

not have a negative impact on its profitability and did not pose a transfer pricing risk
from .a Ken'yan'perspecti~e.
In particular the Appellant _~!~t~dthat-the-total-of the fees
averaged 78°A··of the Appellant's net turnover during the audited period which
average is well within the industry average.
29. The Appellant further. contended that it .ncurred expenditure

in respect of the service

fee that it paid to Directel for the advisory, production and data service maintenance
services rendered to it and further that these services fee were incurred when the
services

were actually

income

which

provided

has 'already

and in the production

been taxed

of the Appellant's

as a business

income

taxable

and thereby

the

of the services fee was lawfully done pursuant to Section 15(1) of ITA

deductibility

and is in compliance

with Section

18(3) of ITA, Transfer

Pricing

Rules

and

OECD guidelines.
(iii)Whether
in the

WHT on dividends
Appellant's

arises when the amounts

records

or when

the

are approved

amount

and booked

is disbursed.(

Actual

payments)
30. The Appellant contends that WHT was already accounted for on dividends as required
by law and argued that it only discloses such dividends in the notes
Statements in accordance with lAS 10 and attached

to the Financial

extracts of Financial Statements

for each of the years 2009 to 2015 as evidence of such disclosures.
31. According to the Appellant, the dividend payable should only be recognized when the
issuance of dividend is properly authorized when approved by shareholders upon
recommendation
of management, or where required or declared by the Board of
Directors,

if so required. It argued that under Section 114 of the Companies
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Cap 486 Laws of Kenya, the requirement is that an ordinary resolution is passed by
shareholders

in a General Meeting for dividends payable to be recognized.

32. The Appellant argues that the credit entry to the dividend payable account is a mere
accounting entry as a requirement of the IFRS standard for which Kenya adopted for
financial reporting purposes, and does not confer the shareholders any benefit and
should therefore

not be interpreted

argued that the term "credited"

to mean "paid" for WHT purposes. It further

as used

in the definition

of 'paid' is construed to

mean 'adding an amount of money into an account' which in this case would be

shareholders'

bank accounts in which instance

Appellant argued that in their case, no shareholders

WHT would be applicable. The
bank accounts were credited and

therefore WHT is not applicable.

THE RESPONSE
The Respondent's
for determination
'.

..':

i

. •

arguments are herein capturedirr'accordance
as follows;

with the stated issues
:

z : .,.:

."

(i)

Whether bad debts written off as impairment
losses meet the
requirements of Section 15(2) (a) of the ITA, and the Commissioner's
guidelines ,on admissibility of bad and doubtful debts ..

33. The Respondent

argued that the bulk of bad debts written off related to sales billed

through Telkom (K) Limited. Telkom (K) Limited invoiced clients/customers

as per

the validated list and collected money based on the bills. The amounts collected on
behalf of the Appellant would be accounted for if and only if the debtors settled their
amounts in full. The amounts collected ftom. ,debtors who made partial payments
would be retained by Telkom (K) Limitedu~til
received.
34. In the event the Appellant

such a time that full payment

did not receive payments

within 2 to 3 years, the debts were considered

is

relating to previous invoices

irrecoverable

and so expressed in its

financial statements. The Respondent argued that in view ofthe above circumstances,
there was no justification

by the Appellant as to why Telkom (K) Limited retained the

Appellant's income until the clients settled their bills in full and hence the write off
were not necessary.
35. The Respondent further argued that the Appellant failed to prove that efforts to collect
the debts were futile as alleged. Moreover, the Respondent

referred to the service

level agreement between Telkom (K) Limited and the Appellant dated 29th
November, 2002 whereby Telkom (K) Limited was to assist the Appellant in the
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collection of fees and charges raised together with the advertisements

sold by billing

the same to telephone invoices.
36. The Respondent

contends

that Telkom (K) Limited

is holding

large sums of the

Appellant's income yet the amounts are being considered as doubtful and written off
and hence qualify to be allowable. It states that the bad debts claimed by the
Appellant

do not! meet the threshold for admissibility

read together with the Commissioner's

s" April,

guidelines

under

Section

15 .of ITA as

vide Legal Notice number

37 of

2011.

37. The Appellant was unable to provide sufficient evidence to prove that the efforts to

zs"

collect the debt were futile. The letter,,,~~~ed
January
2011 shows the
management report by the tax agents cautioning the tax payer against claiming such
provisions if the commissioner's

guid~"~!1.~,~~(t!::~
not adhered to.

38. In the service level agreement
Appellant

th

dated 29

between Telkom Kenya

November

2002, Telko~'s

Limited

(Telkom) and the

undertakit1gwas

to assist the

Appetlarn: in the collec~~,2ft()t the fees and charges raised andof-the' advertisements
sold sby billing the saine to the telephone

invoices as per clause

2 of the said

agreement.

~

b.

"

39. The agreement also provides under clause 10 th.~repf that Telkom shall collect from
subscribers, together with telephonehills,fthe
amounts due
for advertisements in the
'C- 1-, "~~'
:P-',
.
<;

-:0;, .

directories, in accordance with the reqpective requisitions.
40. The agreement further provides unde \!£lapse 10 (d) for Telkom to inform the
Appellant promptly ofrefusals of payment~o.enable the Appellant to take appropriate
actions to collect such debts. This informati

as not provided to the Respondent to

prove the level of engagement ~~tween the Appellant and Telkom.
4]. The issue was not the estimation method but the principle of considering the amount
to be doubtful and hence qualifying-to be allowable. From the Respondent's
Telkom Kenya is holding large sums of the Appellant's

analysis,

income yet the amounts are

being considered doubtful and written off.

42. Section 15 (2) (a) of the ITA gives the Respondent the powers to prescribe guidelines
on allowability
37 of

s" April

of bad and doubtful debts which are contained in the legal notice No.
2011. From the Appellant's

documents, it is evident that the Appellant

did not fully comply with the said guidelines
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,

(ii)

Whether

services

(Advisory

and

purported
data

to be rendered

service

by Intra

maintenance)

meet

Group

the

Company

requirements

of

Section 15(1) of the ITA.
43. The Respondent further states that the related party Directel was contracted to
provide advisory services, general management, expertise and training in marketing,
Sales

and .. Production,

Maintenance

information

systems,

production

services

and

Data

services.

44. In payment of the above services, the Appellant would pay Directel an amount equal
to 6.5% of its gross sales net of the bad debts for the advisory services, 2% of the
sales for the production services and a seE1:l:r~!"~".
payment for the data maintenance
service whereas TPR policy of the Appellant does very little in benchmarking the
services provided and demonstrating!h:~jl:1~!i!ication

of the charge imposed for the

services.
45. The Respondent argued that the Appellant
"provide
evidence that costs
incurred.for the various services were indeed provided, thaLtheyadded
commercial
;:;;,:,;.;;-.:.:,:_,;',;·.,.;:;>,";i'~;~'~;',

value to the Appellant

.

or that the charge was at arms Jejrgth. in accordance

Section 15(1) of ITA; which requires that only expenses wqich~re

with

incurred wholly

and exciusiveI~ ..in the production of income for a year of incOm:ey~~~uld be allowed
foril1come.tax
purposes. The above provisions of the law
that before
deducting any costs against the company's income, the company is required to satisfy

req~ires

itself that.services

were indeed received and all consumed by the company for the

purpose of its bdsiQess in which case the related expense may be allowed
46. According

to the'l\~~~p?dent

the contracted

services

fall into different

fields as

outlined above and proQfQ~..the provision of the services should be demonstrated by
the Appellant. It was req1I1~ed':tPprovide clear and supported proof of the provision of
the said various

services·· C1~t~g~ishing

contracts with the proper proori~ft~~
furtherance of the Appellant's
47. The Appellant

them and placing

them under different

input received from the related party for the

business.

only provided proof in respect to production

services which is the

handling of data through computer system designed by REGLIS. This expense was
therefore allowed and in the absence of proof on the provision of advisory and data
maintenance services these were assessed for purposes of payment of Tax.
48. The Appellant further failed to comply with paragraph
rules

of 2006 by failing to avail the necessary

transactions

9 ofITA
documents

(Transfer

Pricing)

for the review

of

which are the subject of transfer pricing analysis. The Appellant further

failed to comply with Paragraph
failed to demonstrate

7.5 of the 2010 OECD TP Guidelines

that any service was in fact rendered
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thereof

provides

that an Intra Group service

has rendered

service which creates

commercial value to the recipient
49. Furthermore,

Chapter 7 Paragraph

7.18 of the said guidelines

provides in part that

"
but the mere description of a payment as, for example, "management fees"
should not be expected to be treated as prima facia evidence that such services
have been rendered" Since the Appellant failed to avail the documentation it is
presumed to lack proper basis for the payment
adjustment.
50. According
turnover

to the Respondent

the Appellant

in question

paid approximately

net of bad debts towards the provision

services and data maintenance

thus the need for an

of advisory

10% of its gross
services,

production

services ma~i.,:~.the Intra Group Company the single

largest supplier of services to the company.
51. The Respondent

further argued that the Managing Director was not seconded to the

-Appellant to providcmanagemeritjxpertise

as:the

Appellant's

list of employees

'clearly indicated that he was in its payroll for the year 2012 and could therefore not
. qualify to be an emploY~",y~5~£:PirecteL
52. .It was therefore the .Respogdent'scqntention
the Appellant todemonstr~te
<_0

th(itthefutra
"'--"=

•

that there was no evidence provided by
Group rendered the alleged services. The

%,0_~'

>,

••

, •

. evidence which was to be suppl,ed wasih res,pect to the need for the service and
_.,._,'___

related requests

_,'

.'.'0'

<

for the same. Work done by the provider
1,

...

of the service, Persons

..

involved in the provision of the s.erY'ce'fcommercialval~e\.of
the service provided,
proper distinction of the services proii~ed;iinder each C011'tr~~t,Travel documents for
the person providing-the service, confiilnation by the Appellant that the services were
sought for and where services were pro'v,id,~slby third party contracts copies of third
party invoices and therefore the amounts's~ate~ by the Appellant were not admissible
under Section 15 (1) of ITA that requires o'l1;~~;;fexpenses
which are incurred "wholly

and exclusively" in the production of income for a year of income to be allowed for
Income Tax purposes. The assessment should be confirmed and the Appeal dismissed.

(iii)

Whether WHT on dividends becomes due when the amounts are
approved and booked in the Appellant's records or when the amount is
disbursed.( Actual payments)

53. According

to the Respondent,

the dividends

in this Appeal were credited in the

shareholders accounts whose effect was to reduce the profits returned by the
Appellant for the period during review and the same were correctly charged to WHT.
The Appellant's
the accounts

arguments that it was a proposal to pay does not make sense in that

were finalised

and the auditor's
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financial report issued. Furthermore, there was no disclaimer in the reports indicating
otherwise.
54. The Respondent's submission is emboldened by the provisions of Section 2 of ITA
which defines "Paid" to include distributed, credited, dealt with or deemed to
have been paid in the interest or on behalf of.a person.
55. It was the Respondent's further submission that the declaration of dividends in an
Annual General Meeting (AGM) of members of a limited liability company at that
particular point Deemed to have been paid to the Appellant shareholders which
then confers a benefit to them that shall become a debt by the company.
56. The Respondent buttressed its argument on the/interpretation of the word Paid under
the said Section of ITA by citing the case of lIlisc.App.No. 1388 of 2002, R VS KRA
Experte Cimbria (EA) LTD. In this case the court held" If indeed if Cimbria ....
Was credited with interest as alleged then "Ra~~~:included the word "Credited"
because it was a benefit to Cimbria and the interestwould be deemed to have
been paid". The above decision was upheld in the oase.·of; JR MISC APPL NO.
.' 1768 of 2004 R VS KRA Experte Fintel Limited which decision was predicated on
the finding that if-any benefit was conferred to a party th~.s"would be, deemed as
payment for something of value has been transferred to anot~tf'~~rty.
f

,:.'¥·""W''''~''>·'".'''''''''''''·:···.·0'·'''·~;;'

;":;;:.;'~~

<':,':8,:;,:";:0;;:4;>.

57. The Respondent urged the Tribunal to reject the Appellant's argument that the
crediting of dividends in the shareholders bank accounts is only done after dividends
are paigas riot being accurate since it offends the principle of "Certainty of Taxes"
and shifts the tax poi t to the period when and only if the dividends are actually paid.
Consequently the"
nd amounts were correctly charged to WHT since the
financial statements
approved by' the directors with the authority of the
shareholders.

ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS
58. The Tribunal concurs with both the Appellant and the Respondent that there are three
issues for determination in this Appeal which in its respectful view have been
appropriately captured and articulated by the parties. It will therefore adapt the said
issues for determination in the following analysis and findings.
i.
Whether bad debts written off as impairment losses meet the
requirements of Section 15(2) (a) of the ITA, and the Commissioner's
guidelines on admissibility of bad and doubtful debts.
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59. There is a divergent of approach to the above issue by the Appellant and the
Respondent. The Appellant takes the position that the provisions of Section 15 (2) (a)

of ITA and the guidelines contained in Legal Notice No. 37 OF 2011 which confer
upon the Respondent

the powers on allowability

of bad debts is inapplicable

to the

present Appeal as they only deal with issue of bad debts. According to it the facts of
this Appeal relate to "doubtful debts" which according to its reading of Section 15

.(2) (a) of IT A are doubtful and can only be estimated to the satisfaction

of the

Respondent as they have not become bad.
60. The Appellant
guidelines

contends that the said Legal Notice is inapplicable

as it only gives

in bad debts and not doubtful debts. In the absence of those guidelines

therefore, the Appellant seeks reliance on th_eGuidelines contained in IAS 39 of the

IFRS which essentially means that these debts need only be estimated and a provision
made to this effect in its books of accounts.
61. The Respondent on the other hand insists that this Appeal is in respect to bad debts
:.,.,

pure and simple under this heading. This being the case therefore the said provision of
;.'. the ITA and the said guidelines apply with full force effect-and tenor.
62. In order

to resolve

the contradictory

approaches

by both. parties .the ..Tribunal

addressed itself to the issue as to whether there is in reality a distinction between bad
and doubtful debts.According to the Black's Law dictionary.Z'" edition a bad debt

is defined as; "Accounts receivable that will likely remain uncollectable and will
be written off. Bad debts appear as an expense on the company's income
statement, thus reducing net income. In general, companies make an estimate of
bad debt expenses that might be incurred in the current time period based on
past records as part of the process of estimating earnings. Most companies make
a bad debt allowance since it is unlikely tbat all of their debtors will pay them in
full".
~
63. Whilst it defines doubtful debts as; lithe amount of money that a business does not

expect to collect from its clients. A bad or doubtful debt is an operating expense
that can be reported on a financial statement when a customer is experiencing
financial troubles or has filed for bankruptcy".
64. Arising out of the above the defining feature of a Bad or Doubtful Debt is that they
are irrecoverable and or uncollectable. Therefor for all intents and purposes there is no
distinction between a Bad and Doubtful Debts as these words can be used
interchangeably.
65. Having resolved the above divergence of approach by the parties the Tribunal makes
a finding that the so called "Doubtful Debts" by the Appellant are indeed Bad Debts
which must then be tested against the said provision of the ITA and the said
guidelines to determine whether they are indeed Bad or Doubtful Debts.
JUDGMENT: TAT APPEALS NO. 28 OF 2016
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66. The ITA, under Section 15(2) (a) provides for bad and doubtful debts as hereunder;
"Without prejudice to subsection (i), in computing for a year of income the gains
or profits chargeable to tax under section 3(2)(a), the following shall be
deducted •... bad debts incurred in the production of those gains orprofits which
. , the Commissioner considers to have become bad, and doubtful debts so incurred
to the extent that they have become bad, during that year of income and the
Commissioner may prescribe such guidelines as may be appropriate for the
purposes of determining bad debts under this subparagraph".
The tribunal
respectfully notes that Section 15(2) (a) of ITA gives the Respondent powers to
prescribe guidelines on allowability of Bad and Doubtful Debts, which are contained
in Legal notice number 37 of s" April 2011 ~hich are captured hereunder;
1. A debt shall be considered

to have become bad if it is proved to the
Commissioner that it has become uncollectible and all reasonable steps have
been taken to collect it'.

A debt shall be deemed to have become uncollectable under paragraph (1)
wherea) The creditor losses the contractual rights that comprises the debts
through a court order;
b) No form of Security or Collateral is realisable whether partially or in
full;
c) The Securities or Collateral have been realised but the proceeds fail
to cover the entire debt;
d) The debtor is adjudged insolvent or bankrupt by a court of law;
e) The costs of recovering the debt exceeds the debt itself; or
f) Efforts to collect the debt are .abandoned for another reasonable
cause.
3. A bad debt shall be a deductible expense only if it is wholly and exclusively
incurred in the normal course of business.

2.

4. For the purposes of these guidelines, a bad debt which is of a capital nature
shall not be an allowable expense.
67. Both the above provisions and the guidelines contemplates that bad debts or doubtful
dents become such debts if they are uncollectable. This process of collectability is
central to persuading the Respondent to classify a debt as bad or doubtful.
68. The evidence before the Tribunal demonstrates that the collecting entity for the debts
due to the Appellant was Telcom Kenya. This is contained in an agreement dated 29th
November 2002 known as the service level agreement between the Appellant and
Telcom Kenya which at clause 2 states:JUDGMENT: TAT APPEALS NO. 28 OF 2016
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,

"Assist

in

the

advertisements
"Telekom
enabling

collection

of

fees

and

charges

sold by billing the same to telephone

shall inform
the Company

the Company

promptly

to take appropriate

raised

and

of

the

invoices".

of refusals

of payment,

action to collect such debts".

69-. It is also patently clear from the evidence that it was the said -Telcom -Kenya thatdirectly billed the Appellant's customers on its behalf. There is further.evidence that
in the process of collecting the debts on behalf of the Appellant Telcom Kenya was
holding substantial sums of money on its behalf ostensibly because these amounts did
constitute full recovery of the debts owed to the Appellant. No explanation was given
as to the fate of these payments.
70. In our view the collecting entity was the right party a claim for the Bad or Doubtful
Debts which entity is Telcom Kenya Ltd ~Ild not the Appellant as there was no privity
of contract between the Appellant and its customers in respect to the collection of the
debts owed to it.
71. Even if the Appellant was the collecting entity it has not shown to the satisfaction of
the Tribunal' that the debts were within the ambit envisaged
Provisions and the said Guidelines.
72, The Tribunal

by the said ITA

-,' :-.

notes further that the Appellant's

tax Agents, namely Delloite,

while

writing to the Appellant, vide a letter dated 25/1/2011, a Management Report on Bad
Debt's Provision indeed cautioned the Appellant against claiming such provisions,
subject to adherence to the envisaged Commissioner's guidelines, which were later
contained in Legal Notice number 37 of 2011.Indeed part of the said report reads as
follows;

"Considering

unlikely

to take action suing them. Therefore

provision

that

the debtors

with suspicion arguing

are

related

to the company,

the Respondent

that this is an attempt

you are

could view this

to reduce the company's

tax liability."
73. We agree with the pOSItIOn adopted
representing
debts

the Appellant

provision

admissibility

as claimed

by the said tax agent who incidentally

in this Appeal. It is our respectful
by the Appellant,

finding that the bad

does not meet the threshold

under the said Section of ITA read together

is
of

with the Legal Notice

Number

37 of2011. The Appellant is attempting to reduce its company's tax liability

without

any justification

whose

effort

is therefore

futile.

The

Respondent's

assessment in respect of this issue is therefore upheld.

(II)

Whether

services

purported

to be rendered

Company
(Advisory
and data service
requirements of Section 15(1) of the ITA.
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74. The Tribunal finds that the related party Directel was contracted to provide advisory
services,

general

management,

expertise

and training

in marketing,

production, information systems, production services and data maintenance

sales

and

services.

75. The Tribunal further found that in payment of the above services, the Appellant would
pay Directel an amountequal
to 6.5% of its gross sales net of bad debts for the
advisory services, 2 %.ofthe
the data maintenance
benchmarking

sales for production services and a separate payment for

services whereas TPR policy of the Appellant does very little in

the services provided and demonstrating

the justification

of the Charge

imposed for the services.
76. The Tribunal finds that the Appellant did not provide evidence that costs incurred for
the various services were indeed provided, that they added commercial

value to the

Appellant or that the charge was at ar..lP:~~_I.~tlgth
in accordance with Section 15 (1) of
ITA, which requires that only expenses which are incurred "wholly and exclusively"
in the production

of income for a year of income should be allowed for income tax

purposes. The above provisions of the law require that before deducting any costs
against the company? s iQcome, the company is required to satisfy itself that services
.,<;;~::;::::;:,;;"~;;,,,"t>:;.,..

,.~":;::',,,,;i,.:,;,

were indeed received and all consumed by the company for the purpose of its business
in-which case the related expense maybe allowed.
;>

further

77. The Tribunal

finds thaithe

contracted

services falL into. different fields as

outlined above and proof of the provision of th@'syrvices should be demonstrated by
the Appellant. It was required to provide
proof of the provision of
~ clear ~and supported
.
the said various services distinguishing them and plii'cWg them under different
contracts with the proper proof of the~iinput received from the related party for the
furtherance of the Appellant's

business.

78. It was a further finding of the Tribunal th'l;t:J!JheAppellant

only provided proof in

respect to production services which is the handling of data through computer system
designed by REGLIS. This expense was therefore allowed and in the absence of proof
on the provision of advisory and data maintenance
purposes of payment of tax.
79. The Tribunal
Paragraph
necessary

has further

~~
established

9 of ITA (Transfer
documents

services these were assessed for

that the Appellant

Pricing)

rules

for review of transactions

failed to comply

of 2006 by failing to avail the
which are the subject of transfer

pricing analysis. The Appellant further failed to comply with Paragraph
2010 OECD TP Guidelines
fact rendered since Paragraph

with

in that it failed to demonstrate

7.5 of the

that any service was in

7.6 thereof provides that an Intra Group service has

rendered service which creates commercial value to the recipient.
80. The Appellant did not comply with Chapter
which provide

".. ... but the mere

7 Paragraph

description
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.
"management
fees" should not be expected to be treated as prima facia evidence
that such services have been rendered."
Since the Appellant failed to avail the
documentation it is presumed to lack proper basis for the payment in question thus the
need for an adjustment.

81. The Tribunal.agreeswith
of its gross turnover

the Respondent that the Appellant

paid approximately

net of bad debts towards the provision

production services and data maintenance

1O%

of advisory services,

services making the Intra Group Company

the single largest supplier of services to the company.
82. The Tribunal concurs with the Respondent's

argument that the managing director was

not seconded to the Appellant to provide m~E~~.~I!1entexpertise as the Appellant's list
of employees clearly indicated that he was in its payroll for the year 2012 and could
therefore not qualify to be an emploY~S,2fQ!r~ctel.
83. The Tribunal

therefore finds and concludes

the Appellant to demonstrate

was no evidence provided by

that the Intra Group rendered the alleged services. The

evidence which was to be supplied was in respect to the need for the service and
related requestsfor
the same. Work done by the provider-of the service, Persons
'\\':':¢~~;~

involved in the provision of the service, commercial value>;Q~:;theservice provided,
proper distinction of the services provided under each contract; gavel documents for

tha~!ije

pr~vrding

the.person
the service, confirmation by the Appellant
services were
sought for and where services were provided by third party contracts copies of third
party invoices and therefore the amounts stated by the Appellant were not admissible
under,Section15'{I)

of ITA that requires only expenses which are incurred "wholly

and exclusivelY~~i~lU:;$peproduction of income for that year of income to be allowed
for Income Tax pIl"rpgsts\
"'9
'~0

84. The Tribunal therefore'\c~~fi~I?s
the assessment
dismisses the Appeal lodged'i
'.' regard.

(iii). Whether
approved
disbursed.(

WHT

on dividends

under this head and similarly

becomes

and booked 'in the Appellant's

due when the amounts

records

or when the amount

are
is

Actual payments)

85. In order to render its findings in the above issue the tribunal has had recourse to the
Provisions of section 61 c, 157 (1) and 158 (1) together
first Schedule

with paragraph

114 of the

of the Repealed Companies Act whose provisions were in force at the

time the said dividends were declared.
86. In order to appreciate the Tribunal's

finding in this respect it is necessary to have

recourse to the above provisions which state as follows:-
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Section 61(c) provides that" a company if so.authorized by its article may
.... Pay Dividends in proportion to.the amount paid up on each share
where large amounts is paid upon some shares than others",
Section 157. (1) then provides that "There shall be attached to.every
balance sheet laid before a company in General Meeting a report by the
'.. Directors with respect to.the state of the company's affairs, the amount, if
any, which they recommend should be paid by way of dividend, and the
amount, if any, which they propose to.carry to. reserves within the
meaning of the Sixth Schedule."
Section 158 (1) of the Act then provides that "A CQPyof every balance sheet,
including every document required by law to. be annexed thereto, which is
to. be laid before a company in General Meeting, together with a CQPyof
the auditors' report, shall, not less than twenty -one days before the date
of the meeting, be sent to.every member of the company (whether he is or
is not entitled to. receive notices of General Meetings of the Company),
every holder of debentures of the company (whet~er he is or is not
entitled) and all persons other that members or holders of debentures Qf
the company, being persQns so.entitled".
." ...
Paragraph 114 of the First Schedule to. the Companies Act aforesaid then
provides that "the company in a General Meeting may declare dividends,
but no. dividend shall exceed the amount recommended by the Directors".
87. What emerges from the above provisions-is clearly that dividends became payable
upon them being credited to the Dividend Payable Account of the Appellant on the
authorization of a resolution from the compan)<s General Meeting.
88. It therefore follows that once Dividends payable are sanctioned and authorised in an
Annual General Meeting they are a benefit ofthe shareholders regardless of the time
when they were actually paid to the shareholders.
89. The tribunal also associates itself with the accounting concept on revenue and costs
which proceeds on the basis that these are accounted for on an "Accrual Basis" and
in its view this concept is correctly set up by Daniel W. Kimuda in his book " A text
book of Financial Accounting" which discusses the accrual basis of accounting as
follows»
"Revenue and costs are accounted for on an accrual basis. Revenue is
recognized when it is realized i.e as SQQnas a right to. receive it arises (and
not necessarily when money is received). Expenses are recognized when
incurred i.e when an obligation to. pay the expense arise (and not
necessarily when money is paid)'.
JUDGMENT: TAT APPEALS NO. 28 OF 2016
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90. The Tribunal has also established that the Appellant's

dividends were already credited

to the Shareholders account at the time of the Respondent's

audit which had the effect

of reducing the profit retained by the Appellant for the period under Audit. The
Appellant's

argument that this merely amounted to a proposal to pay has no basis as

the accounts 'had already-been finalized and the Auditor's Certificate on the accuracy
of the Financial Report issued. Moreover there was no disclaimer in the Auditor's
Certificate expressing a contrary view.
91. The tribunal has no hesitation in finding that the dividends herein were "deemed

to

have been paid" under the provisions of Section 2 of the ITA which defines paid as
"distributed,
credited, dealt with or deemed to have been paid in the interest or
on behalf of a person". It is therefore crystal clear that a declaration of Dividend in
the Annual General Meeting
paid (emphasis

at that particular time deems the dividend

ours) to the Appellant's

to have been

shareholders as this confers a benefit to them

that shall become a debt by the company to them.
92. The Tribunal-further

make~ _a.Jinding that the declaration of ~ Dividend in Annual, .

General Meeting of a company has the effect of definitively meaning that the declared
dividend "is paid" within the provisions of section 35 (d) and section 2 ofITA .
. 93 ..The Tl'ibunaHiJrther

concurs with the decision in the cases. of Miscellaneous

Application No. 1388 of2002, Republic vs Kenya Revenue Authority Ex-parte
Cimbria (E.A) Ltd. and JR Misc Application No. 1768 of 2004, Republic vs
Kenya Revenue Authority

Ex Parte Fintel Limited on the interpretation of the said

section 35 (1) ofthe ITA where the Courts held that the word "credited"

creating as

it were a benefit to Cimbria the interest would have been deemed to have been paid
and the withholding tax.was therefore due.
94. Finally it is the Tribunal's

position that once the Appellant declared in its books the

Dividend payable to its Shareholders that Dividend was payable as it was a credit in
their favour thereby attracting payment of WHT.
95. The actual payment of the Dividend by the Appellant to its Shareholders is an
administrative function and it would be against Public Policy to expect the
Respondent to expend time and resources in establishing when the said Dividends
were actually paid whilst in fact they were due and payable thereby attracting
payment of WHT.
The Appeal under this heading is therefore similarly dismissed and the Respondent's
Assessment upheld.
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96. The upshot is therefore that the Respondent's

Assessment is upheld in its entirety and

the Appeal therefore dismissed.
97. As noted in this Judgment, the Appellant's

tax agents had advised it against laying a

claim for Bad and Doubtful Debts without any justification
Tribunal has concurred with. It is therefore the Tribunal's

which position the
respectful view that the

Appellant should pay costs of this Appeal which we assess at Kshs 10,000/-= to the
Respondent.
Orders Accordingly.
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